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INTRODUCTION
High-quality early literacy instruction is essential to ensure all students become successful readers 
and writers. Instruction should provide many language and literacy experiences throughout 
a student’s PK-12 education in engaging, print-rich classrooms. The Nebraska State Board of 
Education encourages local school districts to provide ongoing professional learning for all 
educators in language development, phonological awareness, phonics, fluency, vocabulary, 
comprehension, and the mechanics of writing within standards-based core instruction. All 
students, including students with disabilities, English language learners, and high-ability learners 
should have access to high-quality instructional materials and instruction. 

This resource guide has been developed to provide Nebraska educators with consistent, 
systematic, explicit routines to enhance the delivery of evidence-based instructional practices 
that are aligned to the Science of Reading for all learners. This resource guide will have 
implications across all tiers of instruction and organizes routines into foundational skills and 
comprehension strategies. The language is inherent and consistent with language used in 
our state’s ELA standards, the Nebraska Reading Improvement Act, high-quality instructional 
materials, and NeMTSS. To provide effective Tier 1 core instruction, educators must have access 
to and support with the implementation of an effective, locally determined curriculum.

Please refer to the following for any additional information:
• Nebraska’s 2021 ELA Standards K-12
• The Nebraska Reading Improvement Act
• High-Quality Instructional Materials as a core for all learners
• NeMTSS

https://www.education.ne.gov/wp-content/uploads/2022/08/ELA-Standards-2021-8-25-22.pdf
https://www.education.ne.gov/nebraskareads/
https://nematerialsmatter.org/
https://nemtss.unl.edu/wp-content/uploads/2018/08/23-NeMTSS_Framework.pdf
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FOUNDATIONS OF READING

LITERACY ROUTINES

A sequence of explicit, systematic phonics instruction provides the foundation for literacy. 
Nebraska’s 2021 College and Career Ready Foundations of Reading standards align with the 
body of research known as the science of reading. A systematic approach to the foundational 
skills—Concepts of Print, Phonological Awareness, Phonics and Word Analysis, and Fluency—
supports emergent readers as they develop proficiency during the early years.

CONCEPTS OF PRINT
Print concepts refers to the awareness of how print works. Examples include that print reads 
from left to right, that words are separated by spaces, and basic knowledge of the parts of a 
book.

PHONOLOGICAL AWARENESS
Phonological or phonemic awareness is the ability to recognize and manipulate the sounds in 
spoken language. Young children begin developing phonological awareness by enjoying and 
reciting rhyming words and alliterative phrases from familiar stories, songs, or nursery rhymes. 

PHONICS AND WORD ANALYSIS
The ability to match the sounds of spoken language with individual letters or groups of letters 
is known as phonics. Instruction focuses on common letter-sound correspondences, strategies 
for sounding out letters, and blending sounds into words. Word analysis instruction focuses on 
recognizing base words, prefixes, and suffixes in increasingly complex words.

FLUENCY
Fluency is the ability to read accurately at an appropriate rate with expression. As the ability 
to decode, or master letter-sound relationships, improves, so does a student’s ability to read 
smoothly and clearly. Fluency is considered the “bridge” to reading comprehension; a student 
is considered a proficient reader when both fluency and reading comprehension are at grade 
level.

The segments from the linked Literacy Routines Map video, are designed to briefly model 
most of the instructional routines in the foundational skills portion of a K-2 reading lesson. These 
routines are also commonly found in any intervention lesson for striving readers in the third 
through fifth grades. The intention of the Literacy Routine Map is to provide an example of 
how teachers can take any instructional routine from their core reading program and make 
the delivery more explicit. The routines are delivered using elements of explicit instruction. 
Tightening up a routine, providing more opportunities for the student to respond, lessening 
teacher talk, and the offering of more repetition oftentimes can result in improved instruction 
for striving readers. 
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Phoneme Blending
This routine develops the student’s ability to listen to each discrete sound and blend it 
together to make a word. This skill is particularly important when students begin to work 
with phoneme-grapheme mapping when blending new words. 

Phoneme Segmentation

This routine develops the student’s ability to hear a word and identify each of 
the phonemes within the word. This skill is particularly important when writing. The 
Phonological Processor holds the sound in the proper sequence of the word. When 
writing, the brain separates the word into discrete sounds and then holds the sounds 
while each sound is represented in spelling.

Letter Names & Sounds
This routine is used once students have been introduced to a sound-spelling card 
which uses the picture, sound and spelling (letter/letter pattern). The review of letter 
names and sounds is designed to secure the names and sounds in a student’s long-term 
memory, thus facilitating automatic retrieval.

Sound-Spelling Cards
This routine is used to introduce students to the visual cue, the sound and spelling 
pattern all at once. The picture provides a visual reminder of the sound associated with 
the spelling pattern. The sound-spelling cards represent the most frequent of the 250 
graphemes related to the 44 phonemes in the English Language.

Continuous Blending

This routine develops the student’s ability to associate sounds within letter strings and 
blend those sounds together to make words. This is a kindergarten skill and students 
who are learning to read need modeling and support when first beginning to read. 
This routine is designed to be used with Consonant Vowel Consonant patterns. More 
complex patterns are served better with the more advanced blending routines.

Sound-By-Sound Blending

This routine develops the student’s ability to unitize familiar letter patterns without 
consciously treating each sound separately. This is particularly important as the spelling 
patterns become more complex. This routine often begins in the middle of kindergarten 
and is used through the middle of first grade. Use of this routine can be helpful for 
struggling readers who read complex spelling patterns letter by letter.

Vowel-First Blending

This routine develops the student’s ability to identify the complex vowel within a single 
syllable word and then go back and read the entire word. Complex vowel patterns 
often give students trouble, and this routine is designed for students to identify the vowel 
combination before they begin to tackle the word. This routine begins the middle of first 
grade and can be highly effective for struggling students as well. Once students begin 
multisyllabic reading, this routine becomes even more important as students use this 
routine with each syllable in larger words.

Multisyllabic Word Blending

These routines develop the student’s ability to identify the complex vowels and familiar 
parts of words within a multisyllable word. In one routine, students identify the vowel 
sound, blend through the syllable and move to the next syllable, repeating that pattern 
until they blend all of the syllables together and read the word. Just as in single syllable 
vowel-first blending, complex vowel patterns often give students trouble, and this routine 
is designed for students to identify the vowel combinations before they begin to tackle 
a longer word. In another routine, students are looking for familiar prefixes/suffixes and 
then use the vowel-first blending routine to decode what remains, the root/base word. 
These routines typically begin as soon as multisyllable words are introduced to students, 
usually in the first half of first grade. These routines can also be used in grades 3-5 as an 
approach to introducing vocabulary words and unknown multisyllable words in text.

Affix Introduction

This routine is used to effectively and efficiently teach students to recognize word parts, 
affixes, or prefixes and suffixes, at the beginning and end of words to help them decode 
a longer word. Beyond just recognizing familiar word parts, this routine also teaches the 
meaning of the prefixes and suffixes to help students identify the meaning of unknown 
multisyllable words. This supports development of morphological awareness and 
vocabulary and is essential for reading comprehension.

Sound-Spelling Review

This routine develops a student’s ability to quickly recognize letter combinations and 
assign a sound to the combinations. This routine is particularly helpful with complex 
patterns such as digraphs, trigraphs, and vowel combinations. As with the letter names 
and letter sound review routine, this routine should be used once the sound-spelling 
card is introduced with the complex spelling patterns.

High Frequency Words

This routine develops a student’s ability to remember words that are irregular and of 
high frequency in text. Students say, spell and say the word. This routine is used many 
times over the course of a week or two with a specific set of words to provide ample 
opportunities to store the words in long term memory. If students struggle to remember 
irregular high frequency words, the intensification routine draws in the phonological 
processor to assist with the storing of the word patterns.

Dictation

This routine is used to provide opportunities for encoding (spelling words). It is important 
to consider that this is not a spelling test, rather an opportunity to apply the sounds/letter 
patterns of a word in writing. The spelling patterns that are used should be patterns that 
have been taught, practiced and read throughout the lesson. Dictation is often the 
last routine in a Foundational Skills portion of the reading lesson. It is a successful way to 
apply the sound/letter pattern skills before closing the lesson
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Routine Name/Timing Instructional Focus Image What/Why Cues

1. Phoneme Blending
AND
Phoneme Segmentation

Correct phoneme production video 
(1 min.)

Word Work Phonemic 
Awareness

• Builds phonological awareness
• Develops awareness of sounds in 

speech

1. Tap each cube
2. Say sounds
3. Slide finger
4. Student says “Word”

1. Say whole “Word”
2. Student says each “Sound”

2. Letter Names and 
Letter Sounds                                          
(1 min.)

Word Work Phonics: 

Introduce Build Fluency: 
Sound/Spell-ing

• Builds decoding & phonics skills
• Develops ability to recognize 

letter names and sounds with 
automatically

1. Finger to bottom left of letter
2. “Name” or “Sound”
3. Tap under stopped sounds; Hold 

under continuous sounds

3. Sound-Spelling Card           
(1 min.)

Word Work Phonics:

Introduce:
1. Model
2. Guide Practice

• Builds phonics skills
• Develops ability to map sounds 

onto symbols and create visual 
cues for sounds and letters

1. “The card is...”
2. “The sound is...”
3. “The spelling is/are...”

4. Continuous Blending       
(2-3 mins.)

Word Work Phonics:

Introduce:
1. Blend words with...

• Builds phonics skills
• Develops ability to move through 

each sounds and then put them 
together into a word

1. Finger to the left of the word
2. “Blend”
3. Swoop finger under each sound 

of the word
4. Finger to the left of the word
5. Slide finger under the word

5. Sound by Sound Blending                     
(2-3 mins.)

• Builds phonics skills
• Develops skills to unitize and to see 

sound chunchs rather than letter by 
letter blending

1. Write first sound...tap...”Sound?”
2. Write second sound...

tap...”Sound?”
3. Blend
4. Write next sound...tap...”Sound?”
5. Blend
6. “Word?

6. Vowel First Blending             
(2 mins.)

Word Work Use with:

Phonics: Build words with...

• Builds phonics skills
• Develops ability to notice the vowel 

pattern first before sounds out 
the word

• Struggling students usually have 
difficulty with vowel patterns.

1. Fingers under the vowel pattern
2. “Sound?”
3. Tap
4. Finger under first letter
5. “Word?”
6. Slide

7. Vowel-First Blending 
with Multisyllable Words           
(2-5 mins.)

Word Work Use with:

Advanced Decoding: 
Build words with...

• Builds advanced decoding         
skills

• Develops ability to notice the 
vowel pattern first before blending 
through a syllable

• Struggling students usually have 
difficulty with vowel patterns

1. Fingers under the vowel pattern
2. “Sound?” (tap)
3. Blend Syllable (swoop)
4. Repeat steps 1-4 for the remaining 

syllables
5. Blend whole word (swoop)
6. “Word?” (slide)

8. Multisyllable Routine-
Identify Familiar Word Parts                            
(2-5 mins.)

Word Work Use with:

Advanced Decoding: 
Build words with...

• Builds advanced decoding         
skills

• Develops morphological awareness 
and vocabulary

• Struggling students benefit from 
identifying word parts before 
approaching a long unknown word

1. “Do you see any familiar word 
parts?” (slide under/circle prefixes 
and/or suffixes)

2. “Let’s blend the syllable(s).” 
(swoop)

3. Blend whole word (swoop)
4. “Word?” (slide)

9. Affix Introduction/Review                           
(2 mins.)

Word Work/Morphology Use 
with:

Advanced Decoding: 
Build words with...

• Builds advanced decoding skills
• Develops morphological awareness

Introduction
1. “The prefix/suffix is...” (slide) 
2. “The meaning is” (slide) 

Review
1. Finger to the left of affix
2. “Affix?” (slide)
3. “Meaning?” (slide)

10. Sound-Spelling Review    
(1-2 mins.)

Word Work Phonics:

Introduce:
1. Quick Review

• Builds phonics skills
• Develops ability to recognize and 

review complex spelling patterns 
with automaticity

1. Finger to the left of sound spelling
2. “Sound?”
3. Tap under spelling

11. High Frequency Words       
(2 mins.)

Word Work High Frequency 
Words

• Builds phonics skills
• Develops ability to read irregular 

words with automaticity

1. “Now you are going to read some 
new words”

2. “The word is”
3. “Word?”
4. “Spell” Student spells word
5. “Word?”
6. Review by putting finger to left
7. “Word?” Slide finger

12. Dictation                               
(3 mins.)

• Builds phonics skills
• Develops ability to encode 

(representing sounds in writing)
• Note: Teacher writes on the white 

board at the same time in case 
struggling students needs a model

1. “The word is”
2. “Word?”
3. Say the sounds in
4. “Write”
5. “Check to see if your word looks like 

mine. If not, fix it up.”

13. Decodable Books              
(7-10 mins) Decodable readers

• Builds phonics & fluency skills
• Develops ability to read  

connected text
• Supports students to sound and feel 

like a fluent ready every day.

1. First read: Student reads each word 
for accuracy

2. Second read: Student rereads the 
page for fluency

3. Teacher listens and provides 
immediate feedback for errors

Phonological Processing (Sounds) Orthographical Processing (Symbols)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OO9rFGAbm10
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1d-LaDZtA4oUMPsZHCtYDqrYf7BXUKGg7/view
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wBuA589kfMg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qMQgjP_lcuw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qMQgjP_lcuw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MvzjXNRm78Q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g7LtGmaDlIY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_eO8Y6aAHso
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D_UdGCNodpc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LliijfC0EBg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LliijfC0EBg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xd_VN73EI7g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xd_VN73EI7g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yQEWEbmH9lg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pSpUQXKru8Y
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-e9jbig1dgI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q0lGyYXhIOM
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COMPREHENSION ROUTINES
Comprehension is a highly complex cognitive process involving the intentional interaction 
between the reader and the text to create meaning (National Reading Panel, 2000). To help 
students develop and use strategies to comprehend text, research suggests that classrooms 
must provide explicit instruction in how to use text to think (McNamara, 2007).

This Comprehension Routines map can be used within a whole-group setting in core instruction, 
or as an intervention with a small group to support a focus strategy. When delivering instruction 
in reading comprehension, the teacher must choose reading strategies that are taken 
from their core reading program and make the delivery more explicit. The teacher “thinks 
aloud” about the given strategy and discusses why it is important and how the strategy helps 
students learn. These Comprehension Routines support some of the strategies often taught in 
comprehensive core curricula. The provided graphic organizers lend themselves to a deeper, 
wider understanding of grade-level text. However, please feel free to use your own graphic 
organizers if your students are already familiar with a specific format. 

A teacher must frequently model the comprehension routines included in this document. As 
the strategy is repeated in instruction, depending on student success, the teacher guides 
repeated practice opportunities to help students understand how the skill is applied in grade-
level text. As students read, the teacher provides feedback and engages them in discussion. 
The teacher can also give students opportunities to interact with the text through answering 
essential questions or composing a written response to the text. After several successful uses 
of the graphic organizers, they may be shared with students so they can practice the skill 
throughout their school career.  

Using Comprehension Instructional Routines supports:
• Delivery of focused instruction on a specific comprehension strategy
• An increased number of student responses
• Opportunities to adjust instructional supports during small group time based on observations 

during whole group instruction and the response of students
• Alignment between core instruction and intervention for students needing more time and 

practice with the skills and strategies addressed in whole group instruction
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Ask and Answer Questions

Comprehension Routine for Asking and Answering Questions by 
Using Details in Narrative Text

Graphic Organizers for Ask and Answer Questions

Author’s Purpose
Comprehension Routine for Identifying Author’s Purpose

Graphic Organizers for Author’s Purpose

Cause and Effect

Comprehension Routine for Identifying Cause and Effect 
Relationships in Text

Graphic Organizers for 
Identifying Cause and Effect Relationships in Text

Compare and Contrast
Comprehension Routine for Compare and Contrast in One Text

Graphic Organizers for Compare and Contrast

Make Connections
Comprehension Routine for Making Connections

Graphic Organizers for Making Connections

Make an Inference
Comprehension Routine for Making an Inference

Graphic Organizers for Making an Inference

Literary Text Elements
Comprehension Routine for Identifying Literary Text Elements

Graphic Organizers for Literary Text Elements

Sequence Literary Text
Comprehension Routine for Sequencing Literary Text

Graphic Organizers for Sequencing Literary Text

Summarize Literary Text
Comprehension Routine for Summarizing Literary Text

Graphic Organizers for Summarizing Literary Text

Vocabulary Instructional Routines
Vocabulary Instructional Routine: New Vocabulary

Vocabulary Routine Cards

https://indd.adobe.com/view/843f41e9-0d03-4843-936c-fdd8e29acc7c
https://indd.adobe.com/view/843f41e9-0d03-4843-936c-fdd8e29acc7c
https://indd.adobe.com/view/fc57fc8a-e84d-49cf-a1ce-d4a68ca32bf7
https://indd.adobe.com/view/afccb263-8776-41f5-9d77-2bd28f8ee708
https://indd.adobe.com/view/30b312f2-7c85-447f-9f8b-81c85342dcd5
https://indd.adobe.com/view/989b24c6-5435-4a8e-8cd2-4255a29c23bc
https://indd.adobe.com/view/989b24c6-5435-4a8e-8cd2-4255a29c23bc
https://indd.adobe.com/view/97212cce-4eb9-44cb-a52d-a5181f8eaccc
https://indd.adobe.com/view/97212cce-4eb9-44cb-a52d-a5181f8eaccc
https://indd.adobe.com/view/3d0cb5b1-eae0-4595-a8a9-95fea9d2c62e
https://indd.adobe.com/view/b94234d8-3485-4585-afd2-48ab2fbe4d81
https://indd.adobe.com/view/2da55c21-577d-4588-9cdc-f10db19008a0
https://indd.adobe.com/view/09495bdc-4c17-41f2-9311-6209d5a9cc6a
https://indd.adobe.com/view/469d6ffc-a598-4338-a84c-3436ee2b7bf2
https://indd.adobe.com/view/dddf17d5-44e1-4580-81ba-bf9439318e2a
https://indd.adobe.com/view/24122557-4ee2-48c7-997b-a3810787a843
https://indd.adobe.com/view/3afc0e62-8050-4a7e-b203-66e567e62189
https://indd.adobe.com/view/3f249ad2-2710-4654-95b5-d29efb4f5694
https://indd.adobe.com/view/d0d4a370-0aeb-4f24-bddb-fa161f8d7e35
https://indd.adobe.com/view/f08f1038-d054-41ec-9b30-99e9b25a02e7
https://indd.adobe.com/view/b8bad979-c59d-4bea-8ca8-1f96565b17a2
https://indd.adobe.com/view/cd3694ef-bef8-43c7-bf47-989bba3292d3
https://indd.adobe.com/view/79a9d0b4-ab06-4ae4-bc42-48920a83f3c6

